The Association for Healthcare Risk Management of New York, Inc. invites you to our annual Evening Educational and Networking Event.

Let's get ready to roundtable at AHRMNY'S Debut of Rapid Risk Management Round Tables.

28 March 2019 • 5:00 - 9:00 PM
Einhorn Auditorium
LENOX HILL HOSPITAL
131 East 76th Street | New York, NY 10075

Gold Sponsor
Aaronson Rappaport Feinstein & Deutsch, LLP

Silver Sponsor
Martin Clearwater & Bell LLP

PRE-REGISTRATION REQUIRED
SIGN UP EARLY TO RESERVE YOUR SPACE
About this program

AHRMNY is proud to invite you to our first Roundtable Event featuring a Cocktail Hour and Educational Dinner. Attendees will register for three (3) roundtable sessions of 30 minutes each. Each roundtable of 10 will be led by an experienced moderator.

Please join our discussion regarding the following topics:

---

**Guest Speakers and Roundtable Topics**

**Table 1 – Enterprise Risk Management (ERM)**

Mike Midgley, RN JD MPH CPHRM DFASHRM  
Vice President, Healthcare Risk Engineering - Swiss Re Corporate Solutions

Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) provides a framework for achieving safe and reliable health care. Through an enterprise-wide approach, ERM can advance internal control of all relevant risk and improve an organization’s ability to generate greater value from strategic and operational activities. Organizations must embed ERM elements into their culture and structure, and examine the nature of the risks they face.

**Table 2 – Suicide is Painful**

Jonathan Rubin, Senior Partner  
Kaufman Borgeest & Ryan, LLP

Description: Suicide identification, risk and legal handling by medical providers, risk managers and attorneys of these challenging and complex matters as suicide rates have risen significantly in the past 15 years.

**Table 3 – Introduction to Captive Insurance Company**

Lesli Giglio, RN MPA CPHRM CPPS  
System Vice President, Risk Management, Patient Safety/Chief Privacy Officer  
Catholic Health Services of Long Island

A brief description of what a Captive is will be provided. An overview of what are the daily operations and how to minimize your risks.

**Table 4 – Update in Obstetrical Risk Management**

Victor R. Klein, MD MBA CPHRM FACOG FASHRM  
System Director, Quality & Patient Safety-OB/GYN Service Line  
Northwell Health

During this roundtable discussion, risk management techniques to decrease liabilities in maternity cases will be discussed; additionally, hot spots in OB malpractice will be explored.
Table 5 – Pitfalls Around the Transfer of Care Loop Between Hospitals and LTC/Rehab Facilities

Lori M. Shapiro, Esq., Claims Team Lead-PL
Sedgwick Claims Management Services, Inc.

The older patient population tends to have more complex medical histories which can complicate care and often results in a repetitive loop between admissions to hospitals and LTC/rehab facilities. We’ll discuss some litigation issues this loop creates for entities and staff and ways to try to avoid being blamed for injuries they didn’t cause.

Table 6 – Care in the Ambulatory Setting: Minimizing Risk & Maximizing Opportunity

Mary K. Steffany, RN MA ARM CPHRM FASHRM
Senior Healthcare Risk Consultant – Zurich North America

This round table discussion will:
• Identify different ambulatory settings of care and services provided
• Define staffing and related credentialing/competency requirements
• Identify risks and outline risk reduction strategies

Table 7 – Healthcare and Emerging Synergies

Bonnie Boone - Executive Vice President
Arthur J. Gallagher & Co.

With all of the mergers and acquisitions nationally, surely your organization will be affected. What does this mean for your professional liability programs?

Table 8 – Incident Reporting and Admission Agreements in the Skilled Nursing Facility Arena

Robert D. Martin, Senior Litigation Attorney
Law Office of Michael C. Tromello

The roundtable will include:
• The purpose and function of incident reporting in both the regulatory and litigation arena
• The purpose and value of admission agreements
• Current state of the regulatory infrastructure and case law

Ticket prices and other information

$75.00 Current AHRMNY Member
$125.00 Nonmember
$137.50 Membership + Conference Bundle – new or rejoining members will receive a 50% discount on registration fee [$100-membership fee + $37.50-conference attendance fee]

Click here to see our financial aid policy

Risk Management Credit pending review and approval by the American Society for Healthcare Risk Management (ASHRM)

Contact ahrmny@gmail.com or 973-641-5311 for questions about membership status or conference program.

Roundtables will fill up fast, early registration is encouraged. Preregistration is required to ensure seating availability.